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Online Mid-Term Assessment Notice 

Dear Parents,            JIS/CIR/12/2020-21 

Salam! 

We are happy to state that our teachers and students have made significant progress with 

respect to handling online classes AlhamduLillah and are comfortably placed to maximise 

the gains for our students. This has given us the scope to create a more comprehensive 

evaluation process spread across the term this time. As a part of this planning, you are 

hereby informed that Online Mid-term Assessments will be conducted from Monday 14th 

Dec. 2020. Please know that the Schedule & Syllabus for the mid-term assessments has 

been uploaded in the Time Table/Syllabus section of the CampusCare. 

 

This mid-term assessment is important in many ways. The students will have an 

opportunity to present their learning in a more focused way rather than all learning at once 

at the term end. The teachers will have time to work-out measures for correction so that 

they can have better term end. Moreover, the teachers will have two distinct and different 

observations to help them declare your ward’s fitness academically or consider promotion 

of your ward to the next level. We are hopeful of your cooperation to help our students take 

this assessment. Guidelines for the Mid-Term Assessments will be uploaded in due time.   

 

Note: It is important for all parents to clear the dues till the month of December by 

12th December 2020 to help us conduct the mid-term assessments without any 

hindrance. 

 

A gentle reminder and a request to you, to ensure that your ward follows the following 

guidelines of attending the online classes to help us make it more effective: 

1. Attendance in live sessions is compulsory for all students. 

2. Students must attend the live sessions in complete School Uniform. 

3. Students must join the live class with their Full Name. Teachers may not admit 

participants without full name. 

4. Students must join the meeting with their videos ON. 

5. All other instructions from the respective teachers in the live sessions must be 

followed to the point. 

We look forward to your cooperation. 

   
Thank you! 

Principal 

Abdul Basit Ismail                        07-12-2020 
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